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So many blues giants have died the past 15 years. But there are still survivors like Holmes, who learned directly from the mid-20th-century greats and preserve those lessons today.

the last survivors of a bygone blues age

Invariably reserving this ability of moulding the rocks to express their devotion to the divine or the appreciation of the departed, humans have carved out many memorable monuments. From Petra and India: where the rocks sing in Andhra's Undavalli

To do, in other words, what Seeger did as he criss-crossed the country playing protest songs on his banjo after Joe McCarthy blacklisted him in the 1950s: “To sing truth to power.” But what can folk music still be radical?
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Dinorah Klingler has been singing at the top of her lungs since age 4. And now this weekend, her band — Mariachi Bonita — will perform at the city’s annual Mariachi festival.

mariachi music is growing in Sacramento, see the city’s first all-female band this weekend

Indigenous peoples throughout the globe are custodians of a unique, priceless, and increasingly imperiled legacy of oral lore. Among them the Ainu, a people native to northeastern Asia, stand out for

ainu spirits singing: the living world of Chiri Yukie's Ainu Shin'yōshū

Muzaffarnagar-based singer Farmani Naz recently gave her voice to a bhajan ‘Har Har Shambhu’ following which a few hardliners criticised the singer and Darul Uloom Deoband issued a fatwa

after criticism and flak for singing a bhajan, muzaffarnagar singer wins fresh support

And while most people might have only known Sorvino for his acting chops, there is one hidden talent that he was also quite good at — singing up a long and proud tradition.

paul sorvino's hidden talent may open some eyes

Robert Burns curated the San Francisco concert coming Aug. 28 in which mezzo-soprano Federica von Stade will join singers from the world’s great opera houses.

snapp shots: ‘majesty of the spiritual’ features work of two from Oakland

After two years of cancellations due to Covid distributions, 33 newly selected 2022 Roses are taking to the stage over the next two nights on RTE One.

rose of Tralee 2022: everything you need to know about the 33 roses taking to the stage

Citizens, politicians and scientists experienced extreme weather events in full swing throughout the summer, most related to climate change. What lasting impressions will be left on the collective climate change and the French: the summer that ended indifference

The concert series was entitled “How Can We Keep from Singing?” The 20th-anniversary to found a multi-community choir for those living in north central Minnesota, "and to share the legacy chorale hires new leaders, starts youth chorale

Teacher and international star of stage and screen Nataliia Polovynka has been preserving the country’s songs, rituals, and other performative materials for decades. In 2010 she founded the Word and

university of exeter: ukraine charity concert will collect vital funds to protect the country’s rich cultural heritage

Do I see a future like I’ve never seen before in Mexican music? Without a doubt,” says Aguilar, who is currently touring with his kids Ángela and Leonardo.

The concert series was entitled “How Can We Keep from Singing?” The 20th-anniversary to found a multi-community choir for those living in north central Minnesota, "and to share the legacy chorale hires new leaders, starts youth chorale
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